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The Christian Era and Julian Period.

—„>+<-

Although it hns been the common prncticc for nges pnst, in professedly Christian

countries, to note the passage of current events, and the nuiltifnridus transactions of business,

by numbers indicating the successive years, and coupling therewith the letters A. />.,

me&nmg Anno Domini, or, "In the year of Our Lord"; — still comparatively few are

aware of the fact that this mode of reckoning, or lecording time, did not exist in any

country nearly 19 centuries ag«), nor even as iat hack as 14 centuries from the present date.

Previous to what is now called the 6ih century, while the principal nations of the world

were under Konian (jovernment, the Kra of Kome was in common use, and the years

designated by the Latin formula, al> whe (ondita, (that is " from the building of the city,")

usually abbreviated to A. U. C\, or more briefly still, to U. C. About the year A. U. C.

1285, Dionysius Kxiguus, a Scythian by birth, and an Abbot in the Christian church, tirst

proposed to take the birth of Jesus Christ lor the commencement of a new Era ; and in his

best efforts to get the exact date, he placed A. 1). 1, upon the year U, C. 75tS. This was

\ afterwards discovered to be an error ; as we .ire clearly informed by the Scriptures that

"Jesus was born in the days of Herod the k'.ig "
; and there seems to be no doubt among

modern chronolugists that Herod's death was noi later than the Spring of U. C. 750. And

it further appears that a number of centuries elapsed after the time of Exiguus before i '.

became a practice with the people to date their documents from what they supposed to be

the yea' of the birth of Christ, A. D., instead of the ancient practice, from the building of

Rome. And Dr. Hales informs ui in his Chronology, that the new Era was not fully

established in Christendom till the time of Pope Eugenius IV., A. D. 1431.

As the reckoning of the Chrihtain Era is not in anyway dependent upon that of Seleucus

or Nabonassar, or even of the Olympiads, or any other epoch of the olden time, but is

derived directly from U. C, or, " the building of the city "
; while its uprising was certainly

during the reign of Ctesar Augustus, who not only issued a "decree that all the inhabited earth

should be enrolled," but claimed that the sixth month of the year, called Sextilis, should be

named after him, August, (as Julius had previously superseded by his name that of the

preceding month, Quintilis ;) — so we have the strongest evidence that \.\\e Julian

System of reckoning was fully established before the Magi from the east followed the Star

to Bethlehem, and consequently that there is no uncertainty about the measurement of the

years known as A. D., even if our Saviour was born 3 or 4 years previously. Hut we do

know, from the names of the months, September, October, November, and December, that

they were the names of the 7th, 8th, 9lh, and 10th months of the year as then reckoned ;

and we know also from undoubted history, that the change of the lieginning of the year

from the month of March to the first of January was not made in England until the year

1752, when by Act of Parliament the change of .Style was adopted. Thus there has actually

occurred a change of date of the beginning of the Era, while yet the greater error of

Dionysius Exiguus remains uncorrected. And still it is a fortunate circumstance that this

mistake does not lead to any confusion of chronological reckoning, or disarrange in the least

t (I
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particular the riates known as H. C. and A. D. And as the Era has now iiecome so well

established, it would evidently lie unwise to attempt a correction, until the time shall come

to reckr*. all past and future yeors as A. M., {Anno Mundi, " in the year of the world.")

riefore closing these remarks, it seems almost necessary to speak of those (irand Cycles,

which enter so largely into Chronological reckoning. The first is the Solar Cycle, a period

of 28 years, in which the days of the week and of the month recur in the same order as be-

fore. Next is the Metonic, or Lunar Cycle, or (lolden nunilier, a period of nineteen years

in which occur almost exactly 235 revolutions of the Moon. Then the Roman Indiction, a

Cycle of 15 years, occurs in such order in connection with the two preceding, that they have

never l)een known to be in unisox since the earliest historial records. The Solar Cycle for the

1st ye.ir of the Chriiian Era was 10, the Golden Number 2, and the Indiction 4; and the

rolling ages would require to bij turned back 4713 years previous to the beginning of that

year, in order to find those Cycles in unison ; nor have they once been all together since that

time ; nor will they be until a grand total of 7980 years shall have pa..sed over : that is,

28 X 10 X 15. This is the completed Julian Period, the numlier of which for the yenr 1807 is

(4713 + 1807) -- fi610.

Let us notice here the positions of those three Cycles for J. I'. 0610.

6610 divided by 28, leaves a remain<ler of 2, = the S«)lar Cycle ;

6610 divided by 19, leaves a remainder of 17, = the CJolden Number; and

6610 divided by 15, leaves a remainder of 10, = the Indiction, for A. I). 1807.

And here it should Iw clearly understood, that the Julian Period, made up of its

component cycles, is just as useful in scanni'.- the a^jes previous to A. I). 1, n<, for the

centuries F:'iice that date ; and in this res|>ect it becomes a comnum bond of union for all

time. For, just as the Julian Period for any year of the current Era, is equal to the sum of

4713 and the given year, so the number of any year B. C, added to the Julian Period for

that year, must always be 4714, or the Julian Period for A. D. 1. Hence B. C. 46 is the

same as J. P. 4668, as the siim of the two numl)ers is 4714. Now MVi Julian years =

1,721,423 drys, or 257,917 weeks and 4 days ; showing that the Julian Period commenced

on Tuesday *
; and consequently the first day of J. P. 4714 (or 1st January, A. D. 1,)

would be Saturday ; - !or which see page 26, at bottom.

From the first day to the last day of that stupendous Period of 7980 years a«/^-dating

and /oj^dating all the known records of lime, it is only possible for the_/7/-f/ and second of

those minor cycles to be together at zero, 15 times ; for the _firsi and third, 19 times ; and

for the second and t/iird, 28 times ; though they may pass each other in various other

positions: ; but for all three to come to the zero point together, is impossible within the

limits of 7980 years. Here is the field in which the Chronoi.ogicai. Chart purposes to

work.

* It has no doubt been noticed by Chronologists that the inaccuracy of the System .tdopted by Julius

Cxsar, which required a correction befoit 16 centuries had passed over, would be equally destructive

of perfect accuracy if carried back to the earliest records of history. The true solar year being cbout

.0O77'13 of a day less than 365K days, would require a correction of 36 days (or 5 weeks r<nA 1 day) if carried

back to the first day of the Julian Period, which would bring that day forward from Tuesday to Wednesday,

besides the rejection of 5 weeks. But the real practical difficulty for a few centuries is not a serious matter,

and, whenever required, can be overcome as e.-isHy as the Old Style was superseded by the New. This, how-

ever, has nothing to do with the Christian Era.

\i ^ ^



EXPLANATIONS AND DIRECTIONS.

.^>+<<.-

To THE RradrR : - Plcnse take notice nl the outset, thnt this Chronological Chart

makes no use whatever of Doiniitical Letters ; neither did The Chrouo}>raph, which was

published 10 years ago ; nor do they appear in the previous I'alents and Copyrights of the

Author. All the paraphernalia connected with their use was rejected by him over 31 years

aj»o, as only a lot of trumpery that was worse than useless. This has cleared the way for a

rational and clear representation of a complete calendric system.

All Calendar years must heijin with one of the seven days of the week ; and in every

century the numl)er befjinning on each day is almost exactly the same. Hence, if all years

were of the same length, tliere would only be needed seveu difTerent (orms of Calendar to

represent every year. But on account of leap years, in which an intercalary day is a Ided to

the mor.th of February, there must necessarily be constructed seven other forms which will

only differ from the first set from the 28th of Febru.iry to the close of the year. Besi(Jles

these 14 Calendars, there can be no other needed, excepting only for a clearer representation

of the change of Style. There is notliing novel in the jirinciple embodied in this, as it is

substantially the same as the first Perpetual Calendar constructed by the writer nearly flO

years ago, excepting the combination of \.\\c Julian and Gregorian Systems, and the rejection

of the Dominical Letters. T]\c /iilian System is followed from the beginning of the Era to

October, 1582, and thenceforward the Gregorian System.

In oriler to find the Calendar for any year, it is only necessary to look u|i the number of

the year in the Index, and beside it, in the narrow column, will appear the corresponding

page in the Calendar. There the arrangement of the weeks and months of that year will

appear at one view. It is the very essence of simplicity, so that a child can use it. For

example : — 1807 will be A)und on page 6, 1898 on page 7, 18J)9 on page 1, &c. The com-

mon years are all given in the first 7 Calendar pages, and the leap years from page 8 to 14.

The year 622 is found on page 6 ; and there the flight of Mohammed from Mecca on the

15th of July is shown to have been on Thursday. 1815 appears im page 1, and there it is

shown that the battle of Waterloo, June IStli, was on Sunday.

And when it is remembered that a (Jrand Cycle was completed under iheJulian System

every 70() years, and that the same occurs under the Gregorian System every 400 years, it

becomes an easy matter to extend either system indefinitely backwards or for«ards, by the

use of one or more periods of 700 years in the one case, and of 400 or any multiple of 400 in

the other. A few examples will make this clear. Suppose we wish to know on what day of

the week the transit of Venus will take place, on the 9th of June, 2255. Here we have only

to reiluce the number of the given year by 400, and the Calendar for 1855 will show the

given date to be Saturday. Again, on what day of the week would the year 250 begin,

according to the Gregorian system ? Here (4 times 400, or) 1600 would have to be added

to bring it this side of the change of Style. This would make 1850 ; and the Calendar for

1850, on page .3, shows that the year commencetl on Tuesday, the same as 25(J of the Julian

System. And if we choose to follow up the investigation, we will find an absolute agreement

between the two Systems from the 1st day of March, A. t). 2(K) to the 28ih of February, A.
D. 300 ; and it was only back to that date, and not to the beginning of the Era, that the

rectification of the Calendar was made in the change of Style. One more example will

cover the whole ground : — On what day of the week would 1897 begin, if no change (

Style had been made ? By subtracting 700 from 1897 we get 1197 ; and on page 4 of the

Calendar we notice Wednesday as the first day of January, which is the same as the 13th of

January according to the present reckoning ;
-• the difference between Old Style and New

Style being now 12 days.
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A CRITICAL EXAMINATION.

From what appears in the foregoin|i; pages, we have an absohile measn e of the

Christian Era, without a possible en or of a day. From the first day of A. D. 1 to the 5th

of October, 1582, the years were reckoned as though each consisted of just 365| days ; and

this measure was kept up i>y counting three successive years of 865 days, and the fourth

year of 866. And since the 15th of October of that year, the system of reckoning has

differed from the preceding by 'eaving out 3 days in every 400 years ; and this is done by

counting as common years and not leap years every centurial year of which the number of

the feittury is not divisible by 4, without a remainder. Thus 1600 was a leap year ; 1700

and 1800 were common year >, and so will l>e 1900; and 2000 will be a leap year again,

iiecause 20 is evenly divisible by 4. From this we can easily tabulate all the days from the

lieginning of the F-ra, as follows : —
century containing 36,525 days

;

36,525
D. 1 began on Saturday, a

101

201
301
401
501
601
701
801
901
1001
1101
1201
1301
1401
1501
1601
1701
1801

Friday,

Thursday, " "

Wednesday,

"

"

Tuesday, " "

Monday, " "

Sunday, " "

Saturday, " "

Friday, " "

Thursday, " "

Wednesday, " "

Tuesday, " "

Monday, " "

Sunday, " "

Saturday " "

Friday, " "

Monday, " "

Saturday, " "

Thursday, a period of 96 year*

36,525
36,525
36,525
36,525
36,.525

36,525
36,525
36,625
36,525
36.525
36,525
36,525
36,525
.S6,515

36 524
36,524
35,064

Change of "Style.

" = 305i X 96

602,502 days.Then 1897 began on Friday, after a total of

By taking the several numbers of days at the right, and bringing them into weeks, and

noting the days over, it will be seen that the day of the week on which each century begins

must be correct, and also the first day of 1897. Q. E. D.

Suppose now we compare with the foregoing the accepted reckoning of the Julian

Period. When the Chronograph was published in 1887, the Nautical Almanac show-

ed that the number of days of the Julian Period to the 1st Any of January of that year

was 2,410,273 days. .

And to the 1st of January of A. D. 1 was 1,721,424 »

the difference then lieing 688,849 days. '

Now add to this 7 common years of 365 days cich, - 2,555 " ;.

and 3 leap ye.'irsof366 " " = 1,096 "

and we have, as before, 692,502 days.

Then 692,502 days = 96,928 weeks and 6 days, or one day less than 96,929 weeks
;

showing that, if 1897 began on Friday, the first day of the Eja must have l)een on

Saturday. Q. E. D.

Such crucial tests as the above ought to be enough to satisfy any one who wants an

unerring Time Reckoner for thousands of years, that he need not look any farther. The
treasury of information which this Chart contains, is given in so simple a form, andfor so

small a pricey as to warrant a demand for millions of copies. It is alike adapted to the place

of business and the home ; and to the professional man it will be found no less interesting

and useful than to the artisan or student ; while for every dime that it hojies to receive, it

offers more than a full equivalent.

!
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SACRED CHRONOLOGY.
o^-c-^

i

If there is a man living who wishes tr lie guided in the way of iindevinting truth in all

his studies, it is the honest student of Sncr:d Chronology. And it is a sul)lime consideratiori

that nil (Jfd's dealings with the world are in accordance with "The times before appointed,"

Acts 17 : 26. Matthew informs us that " Jesus was lx)rn in Bethlehem, of Judaea, in the days

of Herod the king," Mat. 2 :t. And Paul says this event look place "When the fulness

of time came," (lal. 4 : 4. When Jesus entered upon his public ministry, he said, " The time

is fulfilled, and the kingdom of (iod is at hand," Mark 1 : 15. At one time wc hear him

saying. " My time is not yet fully come," John 7:8; and again, a few months later, "The hour

is come that the Son of Man should be glorified," John 12 : 23. He directed the last pass-

over to be prepared at the right time ; "And when the hour was come, he sat down, and

the Apostles with him," Luke 22 : 14. He was crucified nt the time required to fulfill the

prophecies of that event ; for Paul says, — "In due time Christ died for the ungodly,"

Ror , 5:6. It is equally true that his ascensitm was at ' »e right time; and his coming

again will he "At the time appointed," Dan. 11 :27. And other events are yet predicted

to take place " In the dispensation of the fulness of times," Eph. 1 : 10. Thus Jesus and

his disciples recognized prophetic /iiiics as no unimportant part of ihe system of truth which

they taught.

Admitting that the inquiring mind may l>e too anxious to know the times of future

events, and that there are " times and seasons " which it is not for us to know, (Acts 1 : 17)

;

this is all explained by Moses in Deu. 29 : 29, where he says,— " The secret things belong

unto the Lord our (lod ; but the things that are reves'id belong unto us and to our children

for ever." We may then reverently study the things that are revealed in the sacred oracles,

assured that they "belong to us," not excepting even the /iMes mentioned in then» ; and

that there is a blessing pronounced on those who rem/, and /iiar, and X'ft/ the things which

are thus revealed.

Suppose we would like to have whatever information is obtainable about f/ic times ofthe

Gentiles. Let us first hear what our Saviour says, in Luke 21 : 24, — "Jerusalem shall lie

troilden down of the Gentiles, until the times of the fJe:itiles be fulfilled." And again what

Paul says in Rom. 11 : 25, — " Hlindness in part is happened to Israel, until the fulness of

the Gentiles be come in." Whether we regard the word until in those texts as containing a

ray of hope that the treading down will then cease, and the partial blindness be removed, it

is only the purpose of these pages to refer to the time. Though we may never know how
often the agonizing cry has gone up from individuals and nations, — "How long?" [See

Dan. 8 : 13 ; 12:6; and Rev. 6 : 10] ; the Seer of Patmos says : — " The court which is

without the temple is given unto the CJentiles, and the holy city shall they

tread under foot ^.j months. Here is a prophetic utterance which will surely lie fulfilled

whenever the appointed time shall have i)een completed.

Again, the prophet Daniel was informed by an angel that a wicked l)cing or power

would arise that would " wear out the Saints of the Most High ;" and he says of him :

—

" He shall think to change the times and the law," [Dan. 7 : 25, Revised Version.] Here a

great field of inquiry is opened, and questions involved which it is not the prerogative of

these |)ages to discuss. Hut of the times, what changes have been matie or attempted ? This

is a proper subject for the honest chronologist to enquire into, that nothing vicious be palmed

off (or the genuine. If all science should have truth for its basis, this is as certainly re-

quisite for Chronology, or the science of time, sis for any other department of human

study. And it is certainly very convenient to have a Calendar so constructed as to show

every year of the first century as clearly and accurately as the year in which we are living.

It is earnestly hoped that this little Chronological Chart, by the blessing of God, may

lie the means of throwing some beneficient rays of light along the pathway of honest

enquiry.
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PREVIOUS PATENTS AND COPYRIGHTS BY THE PUBLISHER OF THE

•• CHRONOLOGICAL CHART OF THE CHRISTIAN ERA. •»

>«<-

i

II was first patented in Canada, in a tulnilat fi)rm, on the 5th of April, 1875, for 6

years; and this was afterwards extended for 5 years more to the 5th of April, 1885. On

the 6th of October, 1875,
"

/"/k? Perpetual Gregorian Calendar" was copyrighted in the

United States; and a new Copyright was issued for this on the 8th of April, 1887. Only

ten days later, or on the 18ih of April, 1887, "Tj!K Chronograph " was copyrighted in

Canada; and a few days later, by virtue of an Assignment, a Copyright of the same was

granted for the United States to Charles A. McCready, now resident in the State of (Jeorgia,

Hut the claim to the working of this, under specific conditions, is now vested in the Author.

The CURONOC.RAl'H is claimed to show with unerring accuracy ihe regular order of the

days of the week and month for every month of every year from the beginning of the

Christian Era to the i)reseni, and for thousands of years to come ; also, the change of Style

in 1582, and the ordinary ami extraonlinary leap yetirs since that lime.

TESTIMONIAL.

Extracts from a letter addressed to the Publisher of " TUF. CiiRONOURAlMl, " by J. B.

Dimbleby, Esq., I'residcnt of the Urilish Chi-ouoh_s;ifnl and Aslrotioniical Association :

'^Memorial Hall, London, ist July, 1887.

" I thank you very much for 77ie Chrono^^raph. ... I must show it to the

Association, which, I trust, will appreciate it and find it useful, as I <lo. The Chronograph

is a clever apparatus, and must 'la -e occasioned consi<leral)le |)ains, patience and ingenuity

to contrive and make perfect for practical use." .... [Then referring to the work of

the Association, in the determination of absolute facts, and not opinions, he proceeds : —
]

" Vour Chronograph, for instance, is not opinion, but the result of a perfect method; and

therefore every intelligent mind can olitain from it the same unerring results as yourself."

(Signed) I. B. DIMMLEIIY.

Price of CHRONOGRAPH, 25Cts.; or $2.00 per dozen; or $15 00 per 100.

*-•-
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